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Abstract

Glucagon release from the pancreatic alpha-cells is regulated by glucose, but the

underlying mechanisms are far from understood. It is known that the alpha-

cell population is very heterogeneous, but – compared to the insulin-secreting

beta-cells – the consequences of this cell-to-cell variation are much less studied.

Since the alpha-cells are not electrically coupled, large differences in the sin-

gle cell responses are to be expected, and this variation may contribute to the

confusion regarding the mechanisms of glucose-induced suppression of glucagon

release. Using mathematical modeling of alpha-cells with realistic cell-to-cell

parameter variation based on recent experimental results, we show that the

simulated alpha-cells exhibit great diversity in their electrophysiological behav-

ior. To robustly reproduce experimental recordings from alpha-cell exposed to

a rise in glucose levels, we must assume that both intrinsic mechanisms and

paracrine signals contribute to glucose-induced changes in electrical activity.

Our simulations suggest that the sum of different electrophysiological responses

due to alpha-cell heterogeneity is involved in glucose-suppressed glucagon se-

cretion, and that more than one mechanism contribute to control the alpha-cell

populations’ behavior. Finally, we apply regression analysis to our synthetic

alpha-cell population to infer which membrane currents influence electrical ac-

tivity in alpha-cells at different glucose levels. The results from such statistical
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modeling suggest possible disturbances underlying defect regulation of alpha-

cell electrical behavior in diabetics. Thus, although alpha-cells appear to be

inherently complex and heterogeneous as reflected in published data, realistic

modeling of the alpha-cells at the population level provides insight into the

mechanisms of glucagon release.

Keywords: Alpha-cells, heterogeneity, electrical activity, population models,

regression analysis

1. Introduction

The islets of Langerhans forming the endocrine pancreatic system are mainly

composed of alpha-, beta- and delta-cells, which secrete glucagon, insulin and

somatostatin, respectively. These hormones work together to regulate glucose

usage and homeostasis. At low blood glucose levels, alpha-cells secrete glucagon,

which stimulates hepatic glucose output, whereas, at high glucose levels, beta-

cells release insulin, which promotes glucose uptake in fat and muscles. In-

terestingly, it was recently shown that impaired glucagon release or disturbed

paracrine alpha-to-beta-cell signaling reduce insulin secretion and glucose con-

trol (Svendsen et al. (2018); Zhu et al. (2019); Capozzi et al. (2019)). Delta-cells

release somatostatin, which has an inhibitory effect on both glucagon and in-

sulin secretion. It is now widely accepted that dysregulated pancreatic hormone

secretion is involved in the development and pathophysiology of diabetes (Kahn

et al. (2009); Ashcroft & Rorsman (2012); Lee et al. (2016); Rorsman & Huising

(2018)).

Most studies have focused on impaired insulin secretion from beta-cells.

However, glucagon release from the pancreatic alpha-cells is also disturbed in

diabetes. Diabetics show excessive glucagon release at hyperglycaemia, which

is generally believed to promote further stimulation of glucose output from the

liver. In addition, the counter-regulatory glucagon response at hypoglycaemia,

which stimulates glucose output in healthy individual to restore plasma glu-

cose in the physiological range, is impaired in diabetes with potentially fatal
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consequences (D’Alessio (2011)).

For these reasons, recent research has aimed to achieve a better understand-

ing of regulation of glucagon secretion by glucose and other physiological factors.

However, whereas the main mechanisms involved in glucose-stimulated insulin

secretion from beta-cells have been well understood and established, factors

regulating glucagon secretion from alpha-cells in response to glucose belong to

the most contested aspects of islet cell biology generating no clear consensus

(Gromada et al. (2007); Briant et al. (2016)).

Published alpha-cell data are “maddingly inconclusive” (Watts & Sherman

(2014)). Glucose can sometimes depolarize (Gromada et al. (2004); Zhang et al.

(2013)) or hyperpolarize (Barg et al. (2000); Manning Fox et al. (2006)) mouse

alpha-cells, and, similarly, the calcium response to glucose of alpha-cells located

in mouse islets can be negative (MacDonald et al. (2007); Vieira et al. (2007))

or positive (Le Marchand & Piston (2010)). Single alpha-cells can also show

contrasting Ca2+ responses even under identical conditions (Le Marchand &

Piston (2010)). In alpha-cells in human islets glucose has been reported to lower

Ca2+ levels (Quesada et al. (2006)). These apparently conflicting results might

to a large degree be explained by the tremendous heterogeneity of the alpha-cell

population (Huang et al. (2011); Briant et al. (2017)). Whereas the importance

of heterogeneity in the beta-cell population is generally recognized (Pipeleers

(1992); Gutierrez et al. (2017); Benninger & Hodson (2018)), as reflected in

several modeling studies (Smolen et al. (1993); Pedersen et al. (2008); Benninger

et al. (2014); Cappon & Pedersen (2016), the role of cell-to-cell variation between

alpha-cells has been studied less (but see e.g. Watts & Sherman (2014); Huang

et al. (2011); Hughes et al. (2018)). Likely, the lack of clear conclusions regarding

the mechanisms of glucose-induced suppression of glucagon release is a direct

result of the natural alpha-cell heterogeneity.

It is established that glucagon secretion is stimulated at low glucose lev-

els (1 mM, Gromada et al. (2007)), but there are several hypotheses trying

to explain the glucose-induced inhibition of glucagon secretion at physiologi-

cal levels (6 mM). An important role of somatostatin for inhibiting glucagon
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secretion at physiological glucose levels is suggested for example by the fact

that glucagon release is increased in somatostatin receptor 2 (SSTR2) knock-

out islets (Briant et al. (2016)). However, although blocking somatostatin sig-

naling increases glucagon secretion, it does not prevent inhibition of glucagon

release by glucose (Vieira et al. (2007); Cheng-Xue et al. (2013)), suggesting

an important role for direct, intrinsic regulation of glucagon release. Several

alternative theories have been proposed for explaining intrinsic glucagon regu-

lation by glucose. One proposal suggests that glucose leads to closure of ATP-

sensitive K+(KATP)-channels resulting in a slight membrane depolarization,

which prevents full action potential generation needed for complete activation

of high voltage-activated (HVA) Ca2+ channels (CaVs) involved in exocytosis

(Zhang et al. (2013); MacDonald et al. (2007); Göpel et al. (2000); Walker et al.

(2011)). Another proposal (Vieira et al. (2007); Liu et al. (2004)) claims that

glucose stimulates Ca2+ uptake into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), which

terminates a store-operated current (SOC) leading to membrane hyperpolar-

ization. Sodium-glucose co-transport via the SGLT2 transporter has also been

suggested to contribute to inhibition of glucagon release (Bonner et al. (2015);

Pedersen et al. (2016)). A recent hypothesis that is gaining increasing support

suggests that electrical activity and Ca2+ increases are only permissive factors

for glucagon release, and that glucose inhibits secretion from alpha-cells by low-

ering intracellular cAMP levels (Hughes et al. (2018); Tengholm & Gylfe (2017);

Yu et al. (2019)). However, the mechanisms underlying the reduction in cAMP

concentration and the downstream effects on secretion are still to be established.

Mathematical modelling could provide a tool to grasp and handle these dis-

parate results and understand better the delicate and complex system of the

endocrine pancreas, in particular the alpha-cells. Diderichsen & Göpel (2006)

developed a mathematical model of electrical activity based on ion channel char-

acteristics of alpha-cells located on the surface of intact mouse islet. Watts &

Sherman (2014) presented an updated version of the model by including Ca2+

dynamics and secretion, and modifying ionic currents with the aim to achieve a

better agreement with experimental data (by reducing spike frequency and in-
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creasing spike amplitude). We modified the model of Watts & Sherman (2014)

by devising a detailed model of Ca2+ dynamics and exocytosis (Montefusco &

Pedersen (2015)), in particular, by carefully describing the Ca2+ levels near

open or closed Ca2+ channels of various types and their contribution to control

of glucagon secretion in response to glucose and hormones (such as adrenaline

and GLP-1), clarifying why cytosolic Ca2+ may be a poor read-out of alpha-cell

secretion. Pedersen et al. (2016) developed a mathematical model of alpha-cell

electrical activity based on published data from human alpha-cells, explaining

how SLGT2 currents might affect the shape of alpha-cell action potential and

its inhibitory effect on glucagon secretion at high glucose levels, as experimen-

tally observed (Bonner et al. (2015); Pedersen et al. (2016)). Recently Briant

et al. (2017) presented a new update of the model of Watts & Sherman (2014),

based on their experimental findings, with the aim to improve the fit to the ex-

perimental data, in particular, the spike amplitude at low and at physiological

glucose levels.

However, all the models developed so far describe a single alpha-cell, provid-

ing at most an “average” description of the entire population without consid-

ering the large and well described experimental heterogeneity of the population

(Huang et al. (2011); Briant et al. (2017)). Here, we will systematically take

this cell-to-cell variation into account, respecting published data on the different

currents and the capacitance from single alpha-cells (Huang et al. (2011); Briant

et al. (2017)), in order to reproduce the disparate and apparently contrasting

electrophysiological responses at similar conditions. In this way, we will achieve

a realistic description of the entire alpha-cell population rather than of an “aver-

age” alpha-cell. Having a holistic description of cell-to-cell heterogeneity allows

us to perform statistical regression analysis of the simulation results, which

enable us to predict the role of the various membrane currents in controlling

electrical activity in a realistic synthetic alpha-cell population. The obtained

results suggest possible electrophysiological disturbances in diabetic alpha-cells.
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2. Methods

2.1. Single alpha-cell electrical activity model

The alpha-cell electrical activity is simulated by including all the relevant

ion currents for which experimental data are available (Huang et al. (2011);

Briant et al. (2017); Diderichsen & Göpel (2006)), following previous modeling

(Watts & Sherman (2014); Diderichsen & Göpel (2006); Montefusco & Peder-

sen (2015)). In particular, we assume a low-threshold voltage activated (LVA)

T-type Ca2+ current, ICaT , two types of high voltage-activated (HVA) Ca2+

currents, the L-type Ca2+ and the P/Q-type currents, ICaL and ICaP/Q, a

voltage-dependent Na+ current, INa, a delayed rectifier K+ current, IK , an A-

type voltage-dependent K+ current, IKA, an ATP-sensitive K+ current, IKATP ,

a leak current, IL, and G-protein coupled inwardly rectifying K+ (GIRK) cur-

rent, IGIRK , activated by somatostatin. Therefore, the membrane potential, V ,

is given by the following ODE:

dV

dt
= −

(
ICaT + ICaL + ICaP/Q + INa + IK + IKA + IKATP + IL + IGIRK

)
.

(1)

The currents normalized by membrane capacitance, Cm, in Eq. (1) are de-

scribed by

ICaT = g̃CaTm
3
CaThCaT (V − VCa), (2)

ICaL = g̃CaLm
2
CaLhCaL(V − VCa), (3)

ICaP/Q = g̃CaP/QmCaP/QhCaP/Q(V − VCa), (4)

INa = g̃Nam
3
NahNa(V − VNa), (5)

IK = g̃Km
4
K(V − VK), (6)

IKA = g̃KAmKAhKA(V − VK), (7)

IKATP = g̃KATP (V − VK), (8)

IL = g̃L(V − VL), (9)

IGIRK = g̃GIRK(V − VK), (10)
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where g̃x represents the conductance density of the channel x (i.e the channel

conductance, gx, scaled by Cm, g̃x = gx/Cm) and VCa, VNa, VK , VL the reverse

potentials. mx and hx are, respectively, the activation and inactivation variables

of channel x and are given as:

dmx

dt
=
mx,∞(V )−mx

τmx
(V )

, (11)

dhx
dt

=
hx,∞(V )− hx

τhx(V )
, (12)

where mx,∞ and hx,∞ are the steady state activation and inactivation curves,

respectively, and τmx and τhx the time-constants for mx and hx, respectively.

The steady state activation and inactivation curves are described with Boltz-

mann functions,

mx,∞(V ) =
1

1 + exp
(
−V−Vmx

Smx

) , (13)

hx,∞(V ) =
1

1 + exp
(
−V−Vhx

Shx

) , (14)

while the time constants are bell shaped functions,

τmx(V ) =
τmVx

exp
(
−V−Vτmx

Sτmx

)
+ exp

(
V−Vτmx
Sτmx

) + τm0x
, (15)

τhx(V ) =
τhVx

exp
(
−

V−Vτhx
Sτhx

)
+ exp

(
V−Vτhx
Sτhx

) + τh0x
. (16)

2.2. Heterogeneous alpha-cell population model

For a typical parameter set, the single alpha-cell model defined by Eq. (1)

gives an “average” description of the entire population without taking the

tremendous heterogeneity of the population (Huang et al. (2011); Briant et al.

(2017)) into account. We exploited the experimental data from individual alpha-

cells on cell capacitance, the whole-cell input conductance, the maximum sodium

current and the maximum calcium current for LVA and HVA channels. In

particular, we simulated the electrical behavior of an alpha-cell population of

one-thousand cells by varying the parameters describing the electrical property
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of each single cell defined by Eq. (1) according to the experimental findings.

Thus, for each cell we randomly extracted its electrophysiological parameters

from experimentally characterized distributions (Huang et al. (2011); Briant

et al. (2017)). Briant et al. (2017) provided the investigated parameters for the

individual, patched cells, not only as distributions, which allowed us to study

whether any correlation between the different parameters were present, as one

might have expected. Indeed, we found low, but significant, correlation between

the cell capacitance, Cm, and the absolute value of maximum sodium current

density, |INamax | (see Supplementary Fig. S1). Moreover, by distinguishing

alpha-cells with and without A-type K+ current, we observed that cells with

such a current were characterized by larger whole-cell input conductance den-

sity, G̃, values than those reported for the cells without A-current. Therefore,

we computed the parameter distributions from the data-set reported in Briant

et al. (2017) by fitting the experimental data and taking into account the sig-

nificant correlations: we obtained lognormal distributions for Cm and |INamax |

and the resulting correlated distribution; we computed two lognormal distribu-

tions for G̃ by assuming the presence or absence of A-type K+current, G̃AON

and G̃AOFF , respectively, and introduced a boolean variable fKA indicating the

presence of such a current (in 10% of alpha-cells, based on 14 of 141 cells in

the dataset in Briant et al. (2017)). Based on the experimental findings re-

ported in Zhang et al. (2013), we estimated that 25% of the G̃ conductance

value represents the KATP-channel conductance density, g̃KATP , while the leak

conductance density value, g̃L was set to 50% of G̃. From the absolute value of

the maximum sodium current density we got an estimation of the Na+ channel

conductance density g̃Na.

From the experimental data reported in Huang et al. (2011), we obtained

lognormal distributions for the absolute values of maximum LVA Ca2+ current

density, |ILV ACamax |, which provided an estimation of the T-type Ca2+ chan-

nel conductance density, g̃CaT , and of maximum HVA Ca2+ current density,

|IHVACamax |, which provided an estimation of the P/Q-type and L-type Ca2+

channel conductance densities, g̃CaP/Q and g̃CaL (see Supplementary Fig. S1).
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For the K+ currents, we used the conductance gK = 4.5 pS as Watts &

Sherman (2014). The cell specific K+ conductance density g̃K was obtained by

dividing gK by Cm for each cell, thus introducing cellular heterogeneity for the

K+ current. Note that higher values of Cm correspond to smaller K+ currents

compared to the other currents, as these were generated from distributions of

conductance densities and therefore independently of the Cm value.

For the activation and inactivation functions defined above, we used the pa-

rameters presented in the recent model devised by Watts & Sherman (2014)

with few changes. In particular, we modified the parameters of the steady state

activation curve of the P/Q-type Ca2+ channels as performed in our recent work

(Montefusco & Pedersen (2015)), by taking into account the voltage dependence

of exocytosis (Zhang et al. (2013)). We also modified the steady-state Na+ cur-

rent inactivation as done in Briant et al. (2017) according to their experimental

data on Na+ currents. The resulting alpha-cell system is named model 1.

Finally, we simulated the electrical behavior of the alpha-cell population by

using the parameter values reported in the first developed alpha-cell model for

the activation and inactivation functions (Diderichsen & Göpel (2006), named

model 2 ). Table 1 reports the fixed and randomly extracted parameters used

for simulating the electrical behavior of alpha-cell population at low glucose

levels (1 mM, denoted G1) for model 1 and model 2 . The table also specifies

the parameter variations modeling the transition from low (G1) to physiological

glucose levels (6 mM, denoted G6), as explained in the next section.

2.3. Modelling glucose effects

We simulate four different cases for reproducing the effects due to a glucose

increase from low (G1) to physiological (G6) glucose levels (see also Table 2

reporting a schematic representation of the parameter variations for the different

cases).

In all four cases, we simulate the transition by decreasing the KATP-channel

conductances by 20% (Gromada et al. (2004); Zhang et al. (2013)). In case 1,

we only modify the KATP-channel conductance. In case 2, we also increase
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Table 1: Alpha-cell population model parameters

Variable parameters
Parameters Distributions Values Units Obtained parameters

µCm = 1.4, σCm = 0.27 pF g̃K = gK
Cm

Cm multivariate lognormal µINamax = 4.64 pA pF−1 g̃KA = gKA
Cm

|INamax |
(
µCm , µINamax , σ

2
Cm , σ

2
INamax

, ρ
)

σINamax = 0.43 pA pF−1 g̃GIRK = gGIRK
Cm

ρ = −0.2 g̃Na =
|INamax |

−(VNamax
(a)−VNa)

G̃AON lognormal
(
µG̃AON

, σ2
G̃AON

)
µG̃AON

= −0.83 nS pF−1 g̃KATP = 0.25 · G̃AON
σG̃AON

= 0.28 g̃L = 0.5 G̃AON

G̃AOFF lognormal
(
µG̃AOFF

, σ2
G̃AOFF

)
µG̃AOFF

= −2.09 nS pF−1 g̃KATP = 0.25 · G̃AOFF
σG̃AOFF

= 0.89 g̃L = 0.5 G̃AOFF

|ILV ACamax | lognormal
(
µILVACamax , σ

2
ILVACamax

)
µILVACamax = 2.07 pA pF−1 g̃CaT =

|ILVACamax |
−(VLVACamax

(b)−VCa)
σILVACamax = 0.41

|IHVACamax | lognormal
(
µIHVACamax , σ

2
IHVACamax

)
µIHVACamax = 2.19 pA pF−1 g̃HVCa =

|IHVACamax |
−(VHVACamax

(c)−VCa)

σIHVACamax = 0.39 g̃CaL = g̃HVCa · 0.8 · 1.05 (d)

g̃CaP/Q = g̃HVCa · 0.2 · 2
fKA fKA ∈ {0, 1}, pr (0) = 0.9, pr (1) = 0.1 g̃KA = fKA · g̃KA

Fixed parameters
Parameters Values Parameters Values Parameters Values Parameters Values

VCa 65 mV VNa 110 mV VK -75 mV VL -25 mV
SmCaT 4 mV ShCaT -5 mV τm0CaT

0 ms VτmCaT -50 mV
SτmCaT 12 mV τhVCaT 20 ms τh0CaT

5 ms VτhCaT -50 mV
SτhCaT 15 mV SmCaL 10 mV ShCaL -5 mV τmVCaL 1 ms
τm0CaL

0.05 ms VτmCaL -23 mV SτmCaL 20 mV VτhCaL 0 mV
SτhCaL 20 mV VmCaP/Q -1 mV SmCaP/Q 4 mV VhCaP/Q -33 mV
ShCaP/Q -5 mV τmVCaP/Q 1 ms τm0CaP/Q

0.05 ms VτmCaP/Q -23 mV

SτmCaP/Q 20 mV τhVCaP/Q 60 ms τh0CaP/Q
51 ms VτhCaP/Q 0 mV

SτhCaP/Q 20 mV SmNa 4 mV VhNa -38 mV ShNa -4 mV

τmVNa 6 ms τm0Na
0.05 ms VτmNa -50 mV SτmNa 10 mV

τh0Na
0.5 ms VτhNa -50 mV SτhNa 8 mV SmK 23 mV

τmVK 1.5 ms τm0K
15 ms VτmK -10 mV SτmK 25 mV

SmKa 10 mV VhKa -68 mV τmVKa 0 ms VτhKa 5 mV
SτhKa 20 mV

Fixed parameters for models 1 and 2
Parameters Values for Parameters Values for Parameters Values for Parameters Values for

model 1 (2) model 1 (2) model 1 (2) model 1 (2)
gK 4.5 (4.9) pF gKA 1 (20) pF VmCaT -49 (-44) mV VhCaT -52 (-46) mV

τmVCaT 15 (40) ms VmCaL -30 (-25) mV VhCaL -33 (-28) mV τhVCaL 60 (30) ms
τh0CaL

51 (21) ms VmNa -30 (-25) mV τhVNa 120 (80) ms VmK -25 (-18.5) mV
VmKa -45 (0) mV ShKa -10 (-4) mV τm0Ka

0.1 (0.5) ms τhVKa 60 (30) ms
τh0Ka

5 (21) ms

Parameter variations from G1 to G6
Parameters in G1 Parameters in G6

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
g̃KATP 0.8 g̃KATP 0.8 g̃KATP 0.8 g̃KATP 0.8 g̃KATP
g̃L g̃L 2 g̃L g̃L 2 g̃L

- (gGIRK = 0 nS) - - gGIRKmax (= 0.15 nS) gGIRKmax
(a) The Na+maximum current is at about 0 mV. (b) The LVA Ca2+maximum current is at about -26 mV.

(c) The HVA Ca2+maximum current is at about 0 mV. (d) We assume that the 80% of HVA Ca2+currents

is L-type, while the remaining P/Q-type (Rorsman et al. (2012)). Moreover, at 0 mV, which is the voltage

value for the HVA Ca2+peak, the L-type Ca2+channels are almost all activated (about 90-95%), while the

P/Q-type Ca2+channels are half-activated.
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Table 2: Representation of the model parameter variations modeling glucose

increase and their effects on electrophysiological responses for the different sim-

ulated cases.
Case Parameter variations Electrophysiological responses

g̃KATP g̃L g̃GIRK AP lowering EA → Hy Hy → De/EA
1 ↓ - - - - X
2 ↓ ↑ - X - X
3 ↓ - ↑ - X -
4 ↓ ↑ ↑ X X X

the leak conductance by 2 times of its default value as similarly performed in

Montefusco & Pedersen (2015). In case 3, we introduce a GIRK current that

models the effects of somatostatin on alpha-cell regulation (Briant et al. (2016))

and we simulate the transition from G1 to G6 by increasing the GIRK channel

conductance from 0 nS to its maximum value, gGIRKmax = 0.15 nS, which is

scaled for each cell by Cm. Finally, in case 4, we combine the previous parameter

variations, by decreasing the KATP-channel conductance and increasing the leak

and GIRK channel conductance values.

2.4. Availability of models and computer code

MATLAB files containing the code for generating the simulated alpha-cell

populations presented in this work are provided as a zipped folder in the Sup-

plementary Material.

2.5. Statistical analysis

We studied the 1000 cells simulated by G1 and G6 under model 1, case 4

by regression analysis. We considered three samples: cells at G1; cells at G6;

the subgroup of 770 cells, which exhibited electrical activity (EA) under 1 mM

glucose, at G6. We fitted a multinomial logistic model for the response variable

with three categories (based on three different electrical behaviors observed in

the simulated populations, see Results and Fig. 1): electrical activity (EA),

hyperpolarization (Hy) and depolarization (De). The parameters fKA and log-

transformed Cm, G̃, |INamax |, |ILV ACamax | and |IHVACamax |, were inserted as
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explanatory variables into the statistical model. In the analyses, the joint ef-

fect of the various parameters on the response was also investigated by testing

all possible statistical interactions. The final statistical models were obtained

after performing model selection based on stepwise procedures and the AIC in-

dex. Two-sided tests of hypothesis were performed at a significant level of 5%.

A Wald test (z-test or t-test) was used for testing independent samples from

simulated data, while the nonparametric Mann-Whitney test was applied for

independent samples with small size from experimental data. To study whether

the distribution of the cell population among the different electrophysiological

responses changed significantly from G1 to G6, a marginal homogeneity test

was used (in particular, a Madansky test of interchangeability).

All analyses were performed in R (R Core Team (2018)). In particular, multi-

nomial regression analyses were conducted with the package mlogit (Croissant

(2018)).

3. Results

From electrophysiological data (Huang et al. (2011); Briant et al. (2017)),

it is evident that the alpha-cells show substantial heterogeneity (see Supple-

mentary Fig. S1). We investigate these features by varying the main alpha-cell

parameters according to the experimental observations (Huang et al. (2011);

Briant et al. (2017)) (see Methods). We considered the possibility that some

electrophysiological parameters could be correlated as a means for the cells to

compensate, e.g., between different types of currents. From the cell-specific

data-set provided in Briant et al. (2017), we found correlation between the

cell capacitance and the maximum sodium current (see the first row of Sup-

plementary Fig. S1). Moreover, by taking into account the presence/absence

of A-type K+current (transient outward current), we observed that the cells

with A-current were characterized by larger whole-cell conductance values than

those reported for the cells without A-current (see the second row of Supple-

mentary Fig. S1). For the other electrophysiological parameters, we did not
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find any correlation. Parameter distributions were therefore obtained by fitting

the experimental data (see the third and fourth rows of Supplementary Fig. S1)

under the assumption of the statistical correlations resulting from our analysis

(see Methods).

We follow the electrophysiological-centered hypothesis that both depolarized

and hyperpolarized alpha-cells secrete only basal amounts of glucagon due to

the absence of action potentials needed for activation of P/Q-type Ca2+ chan-

nels needed for exocytosis. Similarly, we assume that reduced action potential

height would result in less glucagon secretion (Zhang et al. (2013); MacDonald

et al. (2007); Göpel et al. (2000); Walker et al. (2011)). We thus simulate the

effects produced by glucose increase (from 1 to 6 mM) on alpha-cell electrophys-

iology, and distinguish between three different behaviors in terms of membrane

potential (see Fig. 1): electrical activity (EA – left panel), hyperpolarization

(Hy – middle-left panel) and depolarization (De – middle-right panel). In par-

ticular, we investigate which conditions allow us to reproduce the two different

inhibitory scenarios produced by such a glucose increase: (i) action potentials

(APs) with reduced amplitude with both reduction in action potential peak volt-

age and increase of the inter-spike membrane potential of about 9 mV (Zhang

et al. (2013)); (ii) spontaneous repolarization, likely caused by somatostatin sig-

naling (Briant et al. (2016)) (respectively blue and black plots in the right panel

in Fig. 1).

3.1. Decreasing only the KATP-channel conductance cannot explain the in-

hibitory effect produced by glucose increase

Fig. 2 shows the electrical behavior of the alpha-cell population by simulating

the activity of 1000 different cells at low (G1) and at physiological (G6) glucose

levels, where the glucose increase is obtained by decreasing the KATP-channel

conductance (see Methods). We call this scenario case 1.

At G1, 77% of the cells exhibit EA, 22.7% are in a silent state (Hy), while

only 0.3% are depolarized (De behavior) (Figs. 2A and 2B). The distribution

of the cell population among the different types of electrophysiological response
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Figure 1: Classification of simulated electrical behavior of alpha-cell population at low (G1) and physiological (G6)

glucose levels. Three different behaviors in terms of electrical activity: electrical activity (EA – left panel, blue curve), hyperpo-

larization (Hy – middle-left panel, green curve) and depolarization (De – middle-right panel, red curve). Simulated scenarios (right

panel) due to glucose increase from 1 mM (G1) to 6 mM (G6): spike amplitude reduction (blue curve) and repolarization (black

curve).

is significantly different at G6 (Figs. 2A and 2B; p < 0.001 by Madansky test

of interchangeability). At this higher glucose concentration we observe a rise

in the number of the cells with EA, since about half of cells in the silent state

(Hy) become active (101 of 227 cells, Figs. 2B and 2D), while almost all the

cells with EA in G1 continue to exhibit electrical behaviour (767 of 770 cells,

Figs. 2B and 2C), except rare cells (3 of 770 cells) that become depolarized

(Figs. 2B and 2G). The few depolarized cells in G1 remain in that state in G6

(3 cells, Figs. 2B and 2F). For the cells with EA in both G1 and G6 (767 cells,

Fig. 2C), the amplitude reduction observed experimentally is not reproduced, in

particular, the median reduction in action potential peak voltage is less than 1

mV, while the increase of the minimum inter-spike potential is ∼1 mV. Concern-

ing the frequency, there is a slight increase due to the glucose effect as observed

experimentally (Zhang et al. (2013)). The cells that are hyperpolarized at both

glucose levels generally show a slight increase of the voltage value (126 of 227

cells, Fig. 2E). Finally, the behavior of the few depolarized cells in both G1 and

G6 is very similar at both glucose concentrations (3 cells, Fig. 2F).

In summary, simulating the glucose increase from G1 to G6 by decreasing

only the value of the KATP-channel conductance is insufficient to reproduce the

14
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Figure 2: Simulated electrical behavior of alpha-cell population at low (G1) and physiological (G6) glucose levels by

varying only the KATP-channel conductance for the transition from G1 to G6. (A) Classification in terms of electrical

behavior of a population of 1000 alpha-cells at G1 and G6: blue bars indicate cells with EA, green bars cells with Hy, red bars cells

with De. (B) Contingency table reporting the number of cells that remain or change state (among EA, Hy, De) from G1 to G6 (or

viceversa). The last column reports the total number of cells with EA, Hy and De in G1, while the last row provides the total number

of cells with EA, Hy and De in G6. (C) Median behavior of cells with EA both in G1 and in G6 and boxplot representation in terms

of maximum, minimum and frequency values of the spike in G1 (G1 max, G1 min, G1 freq.) and the difference between the values in

G6 and G1 (∆max = G6 max−G1 max, ∆min = G6 min−G1 min, ∆f = G6 freq.−G1 freq.). (D) Median behavior of hyperpolarized

cells in G1 and with EA in G6 and the corresponding boxplot representation. (E) Median behavior of hyperpolarized cells both in

G1 and in G6 and the corresponding boxplot representation. (F) The behavior of the only three cells that were depolarized both in

G1 and in G6. (G) The behavior of the only three cells with EA in G1 and De in G6. The convention used here and in the rest of

the paper for the boxplots is as follows. The central mark indicates the median, and the bottom and top edges of the box indicate

the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered outliers (defined

as a value that is more than 1.5 times the interquartile range away from the top or bottom of the box), and the outliers are plotted

individually with a red + symbol.
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spike amplitude reduction experimentally observed. Moreover, it does not allow

simulating cells exhibiting electrical behavior at low glucose levels (G1) that

repolarize and become silent at physiological ones (G6). Instead, a relevant

number of hyperpolarized cells become active when KATP-channel closure is

simulated, in agreement with some experiments with the KATP-channel antag-

onist Tolbutamide (Gromada et al. (2007); Quoix et al. (2008), but see Zhang

et al. (2013)). Overall, our simulations of case 1 showed a rise in the fraction

of cells exhibiting EA at physiological glucose levels, which would plausibly be

reflected in increased glucagon release, in contrast to experiments.

3.2. Increasing leak conductance allows reproducing the glucose effects on elec-

trical activity

We simulate the glucose increase by decreasing the KATP-channel conduc-

tance and increasing the leak conductance as performed in our recent work

(Montefusco & Pedersen (2015)). The increased leak conductance could rep-

resent a mixture of various currents induced by glucose, for example SGLT2-

mediated currents (Bonner et al. (2015); Pedersen et al. (2016)). We call this

scenario case 2. Fig. 3A shows the electrical behavior of the 1000 different cells

at low (G1) and at physiological (G6) glucose levels, as done for the previous

case, with the only difference of increasing the leak conductance in G6 in addi-

tion to lowering the KATP-channel conductance (see Methods). As above, the

distribution among EA, Hy and De is significantly different between G1 and G6

(p < 0.001 by Madansky test of interchangeability).

In this case, going from G1 to G6, we note a reduction in the fraction of cells

in the silent state (hyperpolarization) and with EA, with a corresponding in-

crease of depolarized cells (see Figs. 3B, 3F and 3G). Most of the hyperpolarized

cells in G1 becomes depolarized (154 of 227 cells, see Figs. 3B and 3G), while

other cells initiate electrical activity (59 of 227 cells, see Figs. 3B and 3D) coun-

teracting partially the transition from EA to De (154 of 770 cells, see Figs. 3B

and 3F). Only a few cells remain silent (14 of 227 cells, see Figs. 3B and 3E).

The cells exhibiting EA both in G1 and G6 (611 cells, see Figs. 3B and 3C) are
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Figure 3: Simulated electrical behavior of alpha-cell population at low (G1) and physiological (G6) glucose levels

by varying the KATP-channel and leak conductance for the transition from G1 to G6. (A-B) Classification in terms

of electrical behavior of the same population in Fig. 2 at G1 and G6 using the same criteria. (C) Median behavior of cells with EA

both in G1 and in G6 and the corresponding boxplot representation. (D) Median behavior of hyperpolarized cells in G1 and with

EA in G6 and the corresponding boxplot representation. (E) Median behavior of hyperpolarized cells both in G1 and in G6 and the

corresponding boxplot representation. (F) Median behavior of cells with EA in G1 and depolarized in G6 and the corresponding

boxplot representation. (G) Median behavior of hyperpolarized cells in G1 and depolarized in G6. (H) The behavior of the only

three cells that were depolarized both in G1 and in G6.
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able to reproduce the amplitude reduction observed experimentally. However,

as in the previous case, we are not able to simulate the transition from EA to

Hy. Finally, the rare depolarized cells in G1 maintain their state in G6 (3 cells,

Figs. 3B and 3H).

Thus, simulating the glucose increase by decreasing the value of the KATP-

channel conductance and increasing the value of the leak channel conductance,

as performed in our recent paper (Montefusco & Pedersen (2015)), allows achiev-

ing the spike amplitude reduction experimentally observed; however, in this

case, we note a consistent increase in the number of depolarized cells, with

cells exhibiting EA or being silent in G1 becoming depolarized in G6 (Gromada

et al. (2007); Le Marchand & Piston (2010)), while the experimentally observed

repolarization is not obtained.

3.3. Simulating the effects of somatostatin by GIRK channel allows reproducing

repolarization due to glucose increase

We investigate the role of somatostatin on the alpha-cell regulation by intro-

ducing a GIRK channel in the model (see Methods). Indeed, it has been shown

that somatostatin secretion has an important role on alpha-cell activity by caus-

ing repolarization (Briant et al. (2016)) and glucagon inhibition (Strowski et al.

(2000)) via GIRK channels at physiological glucose levels. Fig. 4 shows the

alpha-cell population electrical behavior at G1 and G6 by simulating the glu-

cose increase at G6 through a decrease of the KATP-channel conductance and

an increase of the GIRK channel conductance (see Methods). The frequency

of the three types of responses is significantly different between G1 and G6

(p < 0.001 by Madansky test of interchangeability) also in this scenario, which

we call case 3.

In this case, from G1 to G6, we obtain an increase in the fraction of hyper-

polarized cells due to the simulated somatostatin effect (see Figs. 4A and 4B).

In particular, most of the cells exhibiting EA in G1 repolarize as experimentally

observed in Briant et al. (2016) (504 of 770 cells, see Figs. 4B and 4E), while

the remaining cells continue to show EA (266 of 770 cells, see Figs. 4B and 4C),
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Figure 4: Simulated electrical behavior of alpha-cell population at low (G1) and physiological (G6) glucose levels by

reproducing the effects of somatostatin secretion thorough the modelling of the GIRK channel. (A-B) Classification

in terms of electrical behavior of the same population in Fig. 2 at G1 and G6 using the same criteria. (C) Median behavior of cells

with EA both in G1 and in G6 and the corresponding boxplot representation. (D) Rare cases of depolarized cells in G1 and with

EA in G6. (E) Median behavior of cells with EA in G1 and hyperpolarized in G6 and the corresponding boxplot representation. (F)

Median behavior of hyperpolarized cells both in G1 and in G6 and the corresponding boxplot representation.
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but without reproducing the experimental findings, i.e. the reduction in action

potential peak voltage and the increase of the inter-spike membrane potential;

on the contrary, we observe an increase of the median value of the peak and a

decrease of the inter-spike membrane potential. The hyperpolarized cells in G1

maintain their silent state in G6 (227 cells, see Figs. 4B and 4F), while the rare

depolarized cells in G1 initiate to exhibit EA in G6 (3 cells, see Fig. 4D).

Summarizing, simulating the glucose effect by decreasing the value of the

KATP-channel conductance and introducing a GIRK current allows reproducing

the experimental repolarization with cells exhibiting EA in G1 becoming silent

in G6 (Barg et al. (2000); Manning Fox et al. (2006)). However, in this case

we are not able to reproduce the spike amplitude reduction. Rather we note an

increase of the spike peak and a decrease of the minimum for the cells exhibiting

EA both in G1 and in G6.

3.4. Combining the intrinsic and paracrine mechanisms regulating alpha-cell

activity reproduces the inhibitory effects produced by glucose increase

In order to reproduce the different inhibitory effects produced by glucose in-

crease on alpha-cell electrical activity, i.e. action potential amplitude reduction

or repolarization, we combine the intrinsic and paracrine mechanisms determin-

ing alpha-cell regulation at physiological glucose levels. In particular, we simu-

late the transition from G1 to G6 by decreasing the KATP-channel conductance

and increasing the leak and GIRK channel conductances (see Methods); we call

this scenario case 4. Figs. 5A and 5B show the simulated alpha-cell population

behavior, which is differently distributed at G1 and G6 (p < 0.001 by Madansky

test of interchangeability).

From G1 to G6, we note a reduction in the number of cells exhibiting EA

with a corresponding increase of the fraction of hyperpolarized cells and a slight

increase in the number of the depolarized cells (see Fig. 5B). In particular,

∼30% of cells exhibiting EA in G1 become hyperpolarized in G6 (227 of 770

cells, see Figs. 5B and 5F), reproducing spontaneous repolarization caused by

somatostatin signaling (Briant et al. (2016)). A small number of cells with
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Figure 5: Simulated electrical behavior of alpha-cell population at low (G1) and physiological (G6) glucose levels by

combining intrinsic and paracrine mechanisms. (A-B) Classification in terms of electrical behavior of the same population in

Fig. 2 at G1 and G6 using the same criteria. (C) Median behavior of cells with EA both in G1 and in G6 and the corresponding

boxplot representation. (D) Median behavior of hyperpolarized cells in G1 and with EA in G6 and the corresponding boxplot

representation. (E) Rare depolarized cells in G1 and with EA in G6. (F) Median behavior of cells with EA in G1 and hyperpolarized

in G6 and the corresponding boxplot representation. (G) Median behavior (blue curve) of hyperpolarized cells both in G1 and in

G6 and the corresponding boxplot representation (the red curve shows the outliers behavior). (H) Median behavior of cells with EA

in G1 and depolarized in G6 and the corresponding boxplot representation. (I) Median behavior of hyperpolarized cells in G1 and

depolarized in G6 and the corresponding boxplot representation. (J) The only depolarized cell both in G1 and in G6.
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EA in G1 become depolarized in G6 (26 of 770 cells, see Figs. 5B and 5H),

while the remaining ∼67% of cells continue to exhibit electrical activity with a

reduction of the action potential amplitude (median reduction ∼8 mV) as shown

experimentally in Zhang et al. (2013) (517 of 770 cells, see Figs. 5B and 5C).

A notable number of hyperpolarized cells in G1 maintains a silent state in G6

(134 of 227 cells, see Figs. 5B and 5G), while the remaining cells either become

depolarized (51 of 227 cells, see Figs. 5B and 5I) or start to exhibit EA (42 of

227 cells, see Figs. 5B and 5D). Finally the rare depolarized cells in G1 either

maintain their state in G6 (1 of 3 cells, see Figs. 5B and 5J) or initiate EA (2

of 3 cells, see Figs. 5B and 5E).

Therefore, by combining the intrinsic and paracrine mechanisms regulat-

ing alpha-cell activity, we are able to reproduce the two inhibitory effects of

the glucose increase in the majority of cells, i.e. spikes with reduced ampli-

tude with both a reduction in action potential peak voltage and an increase of

the inter-spike membrane potential, or spontaneous repolarization caused by so-

matostatin signaling. Moreover, we also obtain apparently contrasting “outlier”

responses with some cells becoming depolarized and generating APs at phys-

iological glucose levels, as experimentally observed in Gromada et al. (2007);

Le Marchand & Piston (2010). However, overall, the simulated alpha-cell pop-

ulation is less active and with reduced AP height, which would correspond to

reduced glucagon secretion at the higher glucose concentration.

3.5. The results are valid also for another model

As explained in the Methods, we also simulated the electrical behavior of

the alpha-cell population by using the parameter values for the activation and

inactivation functions reported in the original alpha-cell model (Diderichsen &

Göpel (2006)) (see Table 1), which were modified in the recent papers (Watts

& Sherman (2014); Briant et al. (2017); Montefusco & Pedersen (2015)) with

the aim to reduce spike frequency and increase its amplitude, in agreement with

the experimental data. The results obtained from this set of parameters (see

Supplementary Figs. S2 and S3), which describes the alpha-cell system named
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model 2, are similar to those reported above (alpha-cell system named model

1 ).

For the alpha-cell population described by model 2, at G1 we obtain fewer

cells exhibiting EA (36.6%), compared to the population characterized by model

1 (77%). However, also for the population described by model 2, simulating

the inhibitory glucose effect by decreasing only the KATP-channel conductance

value does not allow reproducing the spike amplitude reduction. This reduction

can be obtained by increasing the leak conductance value in G6 (see the first two

rows of Supplementary Fig. S3). Also in this case, the repolarization caused by

somatostatin is obtained by introducing a GIRK current and only combining the

intrinsic and paracrine mechanisms (case 4 ) allows reproducing the two main

inhibitory effects determined by the glucose increase (see the last two rows of

Supplementary Figs. S2 and S3).

To investigate how robust our findings are to the choice of poorly character-

ized parameters, we performed additional simulations. For case 4, we obtained

the population responses from both the models at G6 by increasing the leak

conductance less (by 50% to 1.5 g̃L) than the 100% increase (to 2 g̃L) used in

Fig. 5 (for model 1 ) and Figs. S2-S3 (for model 2 ). The results were similar to

what we found by doubling the leak conductance, but with a tendency to less

spike amplitude reduction for the cells with EA in both G1 and G6, due to the

smaller increase in leak current (see Figs. S4 and S5 for model 1 and model 2,

respectively). We also found that fewer of the cells that were hyperpolarized in

G1 became depolarized in G6 when the leak current, which tends to clamp the

membrane potential at intermediate values due to the reversal potential for the

leak current (VL = −25 mV), is increased less when going from G1 to G6.

Finally, we vary the maximum value of the GIRK channel conductance for

the populations described by both the models to investigate how sensitive our

conclusions are to the choice of this value: decreasing its value leads to fewer

cells showing repolarization in G6 (see the first two rows of Supplementary

Figs. S6 and S7 for model 1 and 2, respectively), while the spike amplitude

reduction is slightly increased (see the second row of Supplementary Figs. S8
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and S9 for model 1 and 2, respectively); on the other hand, increasing its value

results in more cells with EA in G1 and hyperpolarization in G6 (see the last

two rows of Supplementary Figs. S6 and S7 for model 1 and 2, respectively),

while the spike amplitude reduction is slightly decreased (see the last row of

Supplementary Figs. S8 and S9 for model 1 and 2, respectively).

3.6. Predicting the role of membrane currents with regression analysis

We take advantage of the realistically generated synthetic alpha-cell popula-

tion, which allows us to perform statistical analysis of the simulated results. In

this way, we can investigate how the different membrane currents in the model

contribute to the electrophysiological behavior at G1 and G6, and in particular,

which model parameters are responsible for switching off electrical behavior by

hyper- or depolarizing the cells.

For this scope, we performed multinomial logistic regression analyses on our

sample of 1000 synthetic cells (obtained with model 1, case 4 ) for the two differ-

ent glucose concentrations. The categorical response variable was the state (EA,

Hy and De, see Methods). Presence/absence of A-type K+ current, and log-

transformed maximum current densities (|INamax |, |ILV ACamax |, |IHVACamax |),

cell capacitance (Cm) and whole-cell input conductance density (G̃) entered as

explanatory variables. After investigating also all possible statistical interac-

tions between explanatory variables, we obtained final statistical models and

report their results in Table 3. The analysis quantified the results by the log

odds ratios (log OR), which estimate on logarithmic scale the relative effect of

a 10% increase in a parameter value on the probability of cell being hyperpo-

larized (or depolarized) relative to having electrical activity, keeping all other

parameters fixed.

First, we investigated how the model parameters influenced the three electro-

physiological responses (EA, Hy, De) in G1. We found that an increase in Cm,

INa and HVA Ca2+ currents promoted electrical activity compared to hyperpo-

larization. For example, a 10% increase in the membrane capacitance Cm, which

in the model translates into smaller K+ currents, reduces the probability of a
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Table 3: Estimated parameter effects in multinomial regression models. Estimated log odds ratios for a 10%

increase in the parameter value given with their standard errors in parentheses. For the indicator fKA the estimated

log odds ratios correspond to the effect of the presence compared to absence of A-type K+ current. Interaction between

covariates X and Y is indicated with the notation X : Y . Statistical significance is indicated as follows, with p-values

from two-sided t-test: *: 0.01 < p ≤ 0.05; **: 0.001 < p ≤ 0.01; ***: p ≤ 0.001.

Condition G1 G6 G6 (only cells with EA in G1)
Response Hy Hy De Hy De
Cm -4.60 (1.72)** -1.66 (0.14)*** 1.57 (0.28)*** -1.69 (0.16)*** 3.40 (1.14)**
G̃ 1.30 (1.00) 1.48 (0.28)*** 2.49 (1.00)* 0.77 (0.33)* 5.25 (2.60)*

|INamax | -6.36 (2.46)** -2.37 (0.34)*** -1.00 (0.57) -1.95 (0.39)*** -3.35 (2.05)
|IHVACamax | -8.96 (3.41)** -1.99 (0.57)*** -1.62 (1.10) -2.62 (0.72)*** -2.94 (3.03)
|ILV ACamax | 0.99 (0.82)

fKA 7.66 (3.70)* 69.8 (19.2)*** 51.6 (17.9)**

G̃ : Cm 2.08 (1.06)*
G̃ : |ILV ACamax | 2.18 (0.98)* 0.15 (0.02)*** -0.06 (0.08) 0.26 (0.05)*** 0.33 (0.41)
G̃ : |IHVACamax | 0.14 (0.05)** -0.42 (0.17)*
G̃ : |INamax | -0.46 (0.06)*** -0.08 (0.18) -0.30 (0.07)*** -0.87 (0.53)
G̃ : fKA 1.26 (0.35)*** 0.55 (0.41)

|INamax | : fKA -1.16 (0.36)** -0.91 (0.31)**
|INamax | : |IHVACamax | 0.32 (0.12)** 0.33 (0.22) 0.32 (0.15)* 0.77 (0.62)
|ILV ACamax | : |IHVACamax | 0.13 (0.06)* 0.21 (0.19)

cell being in state Hy, compared to being in EA, by 99% (OR = e−4.60 = 0.01,

p-value = 0.007; Fig. 6A).

This relative probability was in contrast increased in presence of A-current

IKA. Increases in G̃, in interaction with Cm (notation G̃ : Cm) and LVA Ca2+

currents (G̃ : |ILV ACamax |), increased the probability of a cell being hyperpo-

larized rather than showing electrical activity. Because of the presence of only

3 depolarized cells, we were unable to draw conclusions on how De depends on

model parameters at G1.

For G6, similarly to G1, an increase in Cm, INa or HVA Ca2+ currents pro-

moted electrical activity compared to hyperpolarization (Fig. 6B). Presence of

A-current IKA was associated to a higher probability of a cell being hyperpo-

larized, with respect to being in state EA, as was an increase in G̃. Moreover,

jointly with presence of IKA, or with LVA or HVA Ca2+ currents, an increase

in G̃, slightly but significantly further increased the probability of a cell being
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Figure 6: Odds ratios (ORs) estimated with multinomial regression models. In all panels, the vertical dashed line

corresponds to OR=1, i.e., no estimated effect. Interaction between covariates X and Y is indicated by the notation X:Y . (A) Odds

ratios and 95% confidence intervals for Hy versus EA at G1 for a 10% increase in parameter values, except for fKA where the OR

is for presence versus absence of IKA. (B) As A, but at G6. (C) As B, but for De versus EA at G6. (D) As B, but restricted to the

subpopulation exhibiting EA at G1. (E) As D, but for De versus EA.
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hyperpolarized rather than showing electrical activity, whereas interaction be-

tween G̃ and INa promoted EA. INa also had significant interaction with IKA

promoting EA, whereas the interaction between INa and HVA Ca2+ currents

is associated to a slightly higher probability of observing the cell being in state

Hy.

In G6, depolarization compared to electrical activity was more likely with

larger Cm, G̃, and in presence of A-current (Fig. 6C). However, in cells with

A-current, INa promoted electrical activity, an effect that was not statistically

significant in cells without IKA. HVA Ca2+ currents promoted electrical activity

but only in interaction with G̃. LVA Ca2+ currents did not significantly influence

the probability of depolarization.

To understand which currents contribute to the cessation of electrical ac-

tivity, either by hyperpolarizing or depolarizing the cell, when the glucose con-

centration is increased from G1 to G6, we restricted the analysis at G6 to the

subgroup of cells that showed electrical activity in G1. Larger Cm, INa and

HVA Ca2+ currents all significantly reduced the probability of the cell inter-

rupting electrical activity in favor of hyperpolarization at G6. G̃ in contrast

promoted hyperpolarization. Larger LVA Ca2+ currents in interaction with G̃

and HVA Ca2+ currents slightly increased the probability of hyperpolarization,

as did the interaction between INa and HVA Ca2+ current and between INa

and G̃. Depolarization at G6 was promoted by greater values of G̃ and Cm.

Thus, interestingly a 10% increase in Cm (corresponding to smaller K+ cur-

rents), is predicted to lower the number of hyperpolarized cells about 5-fold

(OR = e−1.69 = 0.18; Fig. 6D) but to increase the probability of depolarization

by a factor of 30 (OR = e3.40 = 29.8; Fig. 6E). In other words, large K+ currents

are predicted to have a negative effect on glucagon secretion by hyperpolarizing

cells, but an even stronger positive impact by avoiding depolarization, likely by

repolarizing cells sufficiently to reactivate action potential generating Ca2+ and

Na+ currents (Spigelman et al. (2010)).
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4. Discussion

Single alpha-cells can show different and apparently contrasting responses

at similar conditions. For example, in response to glucose, they can be depolar-

ized (Gromada et al. (2004); Zhang et al. (2013)) or hyperpolarized (Barg et al.

(2000); Manning Fox et al. (2006)), with a corresponding calcium response being

positive (Le Marchand & Piston (2010)) or negative (MacDonald et al. (2007);

Vieira et al. (2007)). These apparently conflicting results plausibly reflect the

great heterogeneity within the alpha-cell population (Huang et al. (2011); Bri-

ant et al. (2017)) and, therefore, it is becoming clear that a single alpha-cell

model with a single set of parameters is unable to explain the different electro-

physiological responses at similar conditions. Here, we addressed these issues by

assuming cell-to-cell variation through the exploitation of published single-cell

data on the different currents and cell size (Huang et al. (2011); Briant et al.

(2017)) in order to devise a computational model characterizing the heteroge-

neous alpha-cell population. In this way, each cell is not represented by an “av-

erage” alpha-cell, but by a random generation of the main electrophysiological

parameters according to their experimental distributions (Huang et al. (2011);

Briant et al. (2017)). This allowed us to predict the various electrophysiologi-

cal responses that can be expected, and to reconcile contrasting experimental

findings and interpretations of the direct effect of glucose on alpha-cells. Note

that the alpha-cells are not electrically coupled as the beta-cells, where gap

junction coupling helps to tame cell-to-cell heterogeneity (Smolen et al. (1993);

Benninger et al. (2014)). However, there are paracrine signalling pathways that

regulate alpha-cell activity, for example those mediated by somatostatin causing

membrane repolarization with a resulting glucagon inhibition at physiological

glucose levels (Briant et al. (2016)).

We showed that only combining intrinsic and paracrine factors allows us

to reproduce the various effects produced by glucose increase (see Fig. 5): (i)

reduction of the spike amplitude, determining less activation of Ca2+channels

involved in exocytosis (Zhang et al. (2013); MacDonald et al. (2007); Göpel
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et al. (2000); Walker et al. (2011)), (ii) hyperpolarization (Briant et al. (2016);

Barg et al. (2000); Manning Fox et al. (2006)), with resulting inhibition of

glucagon release, or (iii) occasional depolarization of silent cells leading to AP

generation and Ca2+ influx (Gromada et al. (2007); Le Marchand & Piston

(2010)). Overall, in our simulations, the inhibitory effects produced by glucose

increase prevailed over the other factors, resulting in reduced electrical activity

at the population level, which would presumably lead to inhibition of glucagon

secretion. Any reduction in electrophysiological activity in the alpha-cell pop-

ulation could be further enhanced e.g. by glucose-induced lowering of cAMP

levels, which has been shown to be involved in inhibition of glucagon secretion

(Tengholm & Gylfe (2017); Hughes et al. (2018); Yu et al. (2019)), but was not

modeled here due to the poor understanding of the underlying mechanisms (Yu

et al. (2019)). Similarly, we did not model Ca2+ dynamics in the cytosol and

ER, which would be needed to include the contribution from any SOC current.

We note that the electrophysiological properties of such a current are not well

characterized in alpha-cells, but the SOC current should decrease when the glu-

cose level is increased (Vieira et al. (2007); Liu et al. (2004)), in contrast to the

increase in leak currents included here to simulate the increase in glucose. We

propose that the leak current reflects e.g. SGLT2 mediated currents (Bonner

et al. (2015); Pedersen et al. (2016)).

Table 2 indicates, for each of the four simulated cases, the parameter varia-

tions used for modeling glucose increase, and the simulated effects on the electro-

physiological responses. We found that, generally, a reduction only in the KATP

conductance is insufficient for reproducing the spike reduction due to the glucose

increase at physiological levels, but an increase of the leak conductance value is

needed (Montefusco & Pedersen (2015), see Figs. 2 and 3). However, the KATP

and leak channel conductance variations describing the intrinsic mechanisms in

response to glucose increase are unable to reproduce spontaneous repolarization,

likely caused by somatostatin signaling. Introducing the GIRK current, which

characterize the paracrine effects due to somatostatin, allows us to reproduce

repolarization by glucose increase (see Fig. 4).
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Another level of heterogeneity that we did not consider explicitly regards the

glucose-sensitive mechanisms operating in the individual alpha-cells. It seems

reasonable that some alpha-cells may rely mainly on KATP and leak channel

mediated AP lowering (case 2 ; second row in Table 2), whereas others could be

more sensitive to somatostatin released from neighboring delta-cells, and thus

respond to glucose with hyperpolarization (case 3 ; third row on Table 2), for

example because of their location in the islet. In other words, the alpha-cell

population may be heterogeneous not only with respect to electrophysiological

parameters, leading to diverse responses as indicated in the last three columns of

Table 2, but may also be a mix of the mechanisms corresponding to the different

rows. It will be interesting to see whether these distinctions will emerge in future

studies using e.g. imaging of alpha-cells in their natural environment.

Using our synthetic alpha-cell population, we investigated the role of the

different currents in shaping the electrophysiological responses using statistical

regression models. We found that small variations in parameter values can have

great influence on the fraction of cells showing a certain kind of electrophys-

iological behavior, as quantified by the odds ratios (Table 3), which reflects

the delicate balance between currents in the mathematical model and, likely,

in alpha-cells. Altogether, our analyses suggest that inward currents promote

electrical activity compared to hyperpolarization, as expected. Larger values of

G̃ and Cm respectively reduced and increased the propensity for EA compared

to hyperpolarization. At 6 mM glucose, depolarization compared to electrical

activity was more likely with higher values of G̃ and Cm.

Because of the way the model is generated, larger values of Cm correspond to

smaller K+ currents. Such smaller K+ currents appeared to promote electrical

activity rather than hyperpolarization, as could be expected, and found exper-

imentally (Huang et al. (2013)). Moreover, smaller K+ currents increased the

probability of a cell being depolarized compared to exhibiting electrical activity,

probably because large K+ currents are needed to hyperpolarize the membrane

sufficiently to allow reactivation of inwards Na+ and Ca2+ currents underlying

action potential firing (Spigelman et al. (2010)). A-type K+ currents generally
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promoted Hy and De compared to EA.

Our model approach splits the input conductance G̃ into K(ATP) and leak

conductances, which have somewhat different effects. K(ATP) channels hyper-

polarize the cells, and indeed we found that G̃ promoted Hy compared to EA. At

6 mM glucose, which is simulated by lowering the KATP-channel conductance

and doubling the leak current, a larger value of G̃ results in more depolarizing

current compared to 1 mM glucose. Indeed, G̃ promoted depolarization com-

pared to EA at 6 mM glucose, likely due to more leak current, which tends to

clamp the membrane potential at intermediate values since the reversal potential

for the leak current was set to VL = −25 mV.

We note that our approach is similar in spirit to studies considering electro-

physiological heterogeneity in neurons and cardiac cells. For example, Goldman

et al. (2001) and Fletcher et al. (2016) used parameter sweeping to find various

patterns of electrical activity in model neurons and pituitary cells, respectively,

and Fletcher et al. (2016) further performed bifurcation analyses to understand

the underlying generating mechanisms. Similarly, Ori et al. (2018) investigated

how parameter variation influences behavior of the Hodgkin-Huxley model, and

showed that the behavior is largely determined by combination of what they

called ”structural” and ”kinetic” parameters. In these works, the interest was

mainly on determining where in parameter space transitions between quali-

tatively different kinds of behavior occurred. In contrast, we focused on the

changes in behavior when the glucose concentration was raised, and how the

presence or absence of these changes depend on the various individual param-

eters. In cardiac cells, Sobie (2009) used regression analysis to investigate how

changes in parameter values influences e.g. action potential duration in car-

diac model cells, an approach similar to our statistical analysis of the simulated

alpha-cell population. However, we were interested in how parameters determine

quantitatively different behavior (e.g. hyperpolarization vs. electrical activity)

and consequently used multivariate logistic statistical analysis, whereas Sobie

and co-workers use linear statistical modeling since e.g. the action potential du-

ration is a continuous response variable of interest in cardiac cells (Sobie (2009);
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Sarkar et al. (2012)).

5. Conclusion

In diabetes, glucagon secretion is malfunctioning with excessive release at

physiological and high glucose concentrations, and a too little glucagon being

secreted when the glucose concentration is low. Our analyses indicate that this

type of behavior is seen, for example, when K+ current density is increased

(in our model this corresponds to Cm being reduced), since at higher glucose

levels more K+ current would increase action potential amplitude and glucose

release, rather than depolarization and reduced secretion. In contrast, at low

glucose concentrations larger K+ current would interfere with electrical activity

and lead to hyperpolarization and reduced secretion. Interestingly, various K+

channels have been linked to disturbed glucagon secretion (Spigelman et al.

(2010); Dadi et al. (2015); Engelbrechtsen et al. (2018)). We believe this kind

of hypothesis-generating speculations illustrates the usefulness of our approach,

and the kind of information that can be obtained only when considering cell-

to-cell heterogeneity and with a combination of mathematical modeling and

statistical analyses of the synthetic cell population.
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